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At a recent workshop in April, USA swimming, Diversity and Inclusion, would like 

reports from each zone of the following, I will be in touch with each team over the 

next couple months to ask the following questions: 
 

Has your team provided any services for the community such as swimming lessons or a water safety day 

in the last year? 

 Is your team  taking advantage and offering outreach registration? Do you have the athletes’ parents fill 

out the form? 

If you are a team that offers outreach registration, is there any reimbursement for those swimmers and 

or the team/club tuition through the zone? 

 For those teams that offer outreach is there also a discount to join the team/club for these athletes 

through the team/club?   

How many teams are encouraging the athlete’s families to check off the ethnicity box on all registration 

forms?  

If the athlete is being checked in the ethnicity box, who is providing the information? 

 

Outreach WHY? And What?  

The outreach program gets more people in the pool, teaches more people how to swim and makes 

teams/clubs  stronger. Outreach membership is a discounted USA membership fee (reduced to $5) that 

families who are on Mainecare or reduced/free lunch at school qualify to apply.  Many teams in other 

zones and at least one in our own zone offer discounted team/club membership rates to these 

swimmers. Our zone currently offers MSI meet fee reimbursement for these swimmers but does not 

offer team tuition reimbursement at this time. 

The ethnicity box. Why and what? 

The ethnicity box on the USA membership form is a box at the bottom of the registration form that asks 

the athlete/parent to check off their ethnic identity and how they define themselves as a family.  

Checking off this box should be the decision of the family registering and not the coach or registration 

delegate for the team. Checking the ethnicity box gives athletes the opportunity to be selected for USA 

diversity select camps and other programs that happen all over the country that are related to diversity. 

These programs and camps provide intense workouts, knowledgeable coaches to share their expertise 

and workshops to help each swimmer grow athletically and personally. 

 

 



WHO? 

Currently, out of 1221 athletes we have 29 athletes over 10 teams that have been reported as outreach 

athletes. (the information about these athletes is kept confidential.)  

Speaking with coaches from Maine and diversity and inclusion chairs from the Eastern and Southern 

zones, this is likely an inaccurate representation of athletes. IT has been determined that not all athletes 

are being offered the option to apply for outreach registration.  

We do not have trackable information at this time about the ethnicity box on registration forms. 

 

USA swimming  

The role of USA swimming encouraging teams to provide this information and to take advantage of the 

programs is so  they can better develop tools, assistance, camps and workshops  to better serve each 

athlete and each zone,  reaching as many young swimmers as possible.   The outreach application 

creates the opportunity for more athletes to swim,  and for teams and athletes to obtain possible 

financial assistance. 

The ethnicity box creates opportunities for diverse swimmers to be notified of programs, camps and 

workshops throughout the country through USA swimming and Zone funding. 

 

 


